
streamline your takeoff process by completing your measurements
and calculations as you mark up your drawings, allowing you to
generate faster, more accurate takeoffs?

What if you could

On-Screen Takeoff ® increases accuracy
and efficiency, which in turn helps you to
win more profitable bids.

Have you ever wondered if there was a
way you could simplify your takeoff
process? Wouldn’t it be nice to draw
takeoffs right on your screen and have
calculations and
measurements done for you?

On-Screen Takeoff can do all of this
while at the same time greatly reducing the
chance of errors. If increased accuracy and
speed, greater profits, and lower risk are
important to you, On-Screen Takeoff is
the software for you.



Every condition that you create
in On-Screen Takeoff is color-
coded



INCREASE ACCURACY:

• View color-coded drawings to identify conditions and their quantities.

• Takeoff the typical area one time, and by design, extend the quantities to all the appropriate individual areas with

the typical areas feature.

• Complete your takeoff and make area assignments or phase adjustments after you are done without re-taking off

the project.

• Save multiple hours of exhausting plan review with the overlay feature. When comparing two versions of a

drawing, deleted items are in red and added items are in blue.

REDUCE RISK:

• Eliminate manually summarizing takeoff. Benefit from conditions itemized by area and totaled automatically,

with filtering capabilities.

• Open details, sections, and elevation with the secondary view, and see a floor plan simultaneously.

• Use the layers feature when completing a takeoff of multiple divisions of work to visibly turn

conditions on or off the plan image while concentrating on certain scopes of work.

• Increase communication efficiency by copying and pasting plans with takeoff, notes, and

annotations to submit as an RFI.

BID MORE IN LESS TIME:

• Eliminate an entire manual takeoff process. As you highlight marked images, precise quantities are automatically

measured. “If it’s colored, it’s counted.”

• Instantly calculate up to three different quantities per condition, chosen from multiple formulas.

• Streamline project setup by creating typical takeoff conditions called styles. Combine styles into sets to quickly

drop-in multiple conditions to your bid.

• Produce bids in Quick Bid with the On-Screen Takeoff interactive link to increase your productivity and eliminate

manual entry errors while instantly pricing your bid as you complete your takeoff.

• Create an export link directly with your Microsoft Excel templates through On-Screen Takeoff.
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ABOUT ON CENTER SOFTWARE

On Center Software is a construction industry software provider with headquarters a short distance from Houston in

The Woodlands, Texas. Founded in 1988 by construction industry professionals, On Center Software’s driving goal is to

help customers increase bid-win rates through the use of fast and accurate takeoff and bidding software. As industry

professionals, they understand that creating accurate takeoffs and bids as easily and quickly as possible can save time and

money and increase bid wins. On Center’s ProfitBuilding™Suite of software frees estimators from the tedious task of creating takeoffs

on paper plans and trying to calculate accurate results for complicated figures with a calculator. As an industry leader, On

Center’s On-ScreenTakeoff®, Quick Bid and Digital Production Control™ applications are in use by estimators in the United States,

Canada, and around the world.

Smart toolbars
make the

program easy
to use

Automatically
group

conditions
by type

Easily quantify
lengths, areas,

counts,
volumes, drops,

and runs

Navigation window allows you to track where
you are in your takeoff. Never

lose your place in a drawing again

Print your takeoff
with the click of
your mouse

Choose preset
scales or customize

your own

New areas
functionality

allows grouping
conditions to
do room-by-
room takeoffs

With electronic
plans, view the
drawing in the
background
and takeoff
right on
top of it!
Also works

with a digitizer
and paper plans


